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James Crooks joins
Technical Committee
Sensei James Crooks of
the Cayman Associated
Schools of Karate has
been appointed to the
Technical Committee of
the Wado Karate
Association of Canada.

Nidan Chris with baby Caira helping with proper form

Crooks sensei, an
executive member of the
Cayman Martial Arts
Association, is a Yondan
(4th-degree blackbelt) in
Wado, Yondan in Tae
Kwon Do and Sandan
(3rd-degree blackbelt) in
(Continued on page 19)

New Wado Canada
youth Karate club
is in Surrey, BC
Nidan Chris and Shodan
Carley Brockway have
opened a new Wado
youth karate club in
Surrey, BC.
Located in the
gymnasium at Discovery
Elementary, classes run
from 6 to 7 p.m.
Mondays and
Wednesdays.
The school was opened
in February 2008 and
quickly attracted
students ranging in ages

James Crooks

from 7-15 years old.
Chris and Carley
alternate leading
throughout the class and
tag team looking after
their year-old daughter
Caira.
Baby Caira seems to
enjoy watching and her
charming smiles have
helped the class to attain
a strong sense of family
and unity amongst the
students.
(Continued on page 15)

Wado Karate Association of Canada
www.wado.ca

Sensei Alexandru Sorin, centre, a senior instructor at
our Dojo Studio in Montreal, won gold in the 2008
World Wado Kai Championships in Vancouver. He also
took gold at the Quebec Cup competition in November.

1317 Vimy Place, Victoria, B.C. V8S 1C5
e‐mail: info@wado.ca
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Canadian Associated
Schools of Karate
(CASK Karate),
Canadian HQ and
Hombu, James Bay
Community Centre
140 Oswego Street
Victoria, BC V8V 2B1
Contact: Sensei Erich
Eichhorn
250-889-WADO
eriche@wado.ca
CASK Shiai,
James Bay
Community Centre,
140 Oswego Street,
Victoria, BC V8V 2B1
Contact: Sensei Gerry
Woloshyn
250-889-WADO
gw@wado.ca
Victoria Youth Karate
Hombu, James Bay
Community Centre,
140 Oswego Street ,
Victoria, BC V8V 2B1
Contacts: Senseis
Charles La Vertu
clavertu@wado.ca
or Gerry Woloshyn
gw@wado.ca
250-889-WADO
Victoria Youth
Karate, Western
Communities
Juan de Fuca
Recreation Centre,
1767 Island Highway,
Victoria, B.C. V9B 1J1
Contact: Sensei Erich
Eichhorn
250-889-WADO
eriche@wado.ca

Moosomin Karate
Club
MacLeod Elementary
School, 1016 Gordon
St., Moosomin, Sask.
Contacts: Sensei Nick
Hudym 306-645-2057
nickh@wado.ca
Shodan Vance Thom
306-435-3730
vance@wado.ca
Lumsden Karate Club
Lumsden Elementary
School, Broad St.,
Lumsden Sask.
Contact: Sensei Steve
Franck 306-731-3076
stevef@wado.ca
Regina Beach Karate
Club
Regina Beach School,
7th Ave., Regina
Beach, Sask.
Contact: Sensei Steve
Franck 306-731-3076
stevef@wado.ca
Chetwynd Karate
Club
Don Titus Elementary
School, 5304 47th Ave.
Chetwynd, BC
V0G 1J0
Contact: Nidan Gordon
Hamilton
250-788-2169
chetwynd@wado.ca
CASK Karate
Campbell River,
Campbell River,
Community Centre,
401 - 11th Ave.,
Campbell River, BC
V9W 4G2
Contact: Sensei
Wayne Duguay 250923-7263
waynecrcask@wado.c
a

CASK Karate Grande
Cache
Grande Cache, AB
Contacts: Shodan
Shauna Cooney
780-827-2089
shaunac@wado.ca
Fist and Dove Karate
Club
Eagles Hall, 6742 Dagg
Road, Prince George,
B.C. V2K 2R7
Contact: Sensei Richard
Boles 250-962-2680
CASK Karate Surrey
Discovery Elementary
School, 13104 109
Avenue, Surrey, B.C.
V3T 2N7
Contacts: Nidan Chris
Brockway 778-327-8079
chrisb@wado.ca
Shodan Carley
Brockway 778-3278063
carley@wado.ca
Dojo Studio (Montreal
Wado Ryu Karate
School)
6591 avenue Somerled,
Montréal, QC H4V 1T1
Contacts:Contact:
Sensei Andrew Watson
(office) 514-481-9108
(cell) 514-229-5513
andrew@wado.ca
http://www.formatp.ca/
dojo/dj/index.html
Caribbean
Headquarters (Hombu)
King’s Sports Centre in
Red Bay
Contact: Sensei Greg
Reid
1-345-925-3367
caskcaribbean@hotmail.
com
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Chetwynd Karate kids’ grading in January. Back row from left: Nidan Laurie Pfanner,
Hailey Millsap, Seth Jefferys, Shodan Ashley Norris and Nidan Gordon Hamilton. Third
row: Chelsea Millsap, Rusty McIntyre, Alysha Olson, Nick Disher, Brittany Andres and
Paige Koeneman. Second row: Robyn Leblanc, Kayu Napoleon, Mickey Loberg, Trevor
Andres and Degan Hyssop. Front: Jessey Oakley, Julie Hermans, Alex Lefebvre,
KasiaKroeker and Kirsten Tracey.

Norris, Pryzner new shodans
Kasia Kroeker

Chetwynd, B.C.
Karate grading
See also p. 25

The Chetwyn Karate Club
has two new black belts.
Graded last spring to
Shodan by Sensei Wayne
Duguay were Ashley

Norris and Gary Pryzner.
The club held its latest
grading in January.
In the adult division,

Brenna Beattie was
graded to brown belt.
Moving to blue were
Morgan Pfannmuller and
Rachelle Miller, and to
green, Hunter Russel.
New yellow belts are
Lataija Morrow, Karolina
Janku, Juliet Oakley,
Kaycee Pacquette and
Maurice Quintana.
In the kids class, Tristan
Soloshy, Kaisa Kroeker
and Julie Hermans
moved to orange belt.

Chetwynd Karate adult grading in January from left back: Nidan Laurie Pfanner, Shodan
Ashley Norris, Nidan Gordon Hamilton and Maurice Quintana. Mid row: Hailey Millsap,
Hunter Russel, Morgan Pfannmuller, Karolina Janku, Lataija Morrow and Shodan Gary
Pryzner. Front: Juliet Oakley, Brenna Beattie, Chelsea Millsap and Kaycee Paquette.
Missing is Rachelle Miller.

New yellow belts are Seth
Jefferys, Mickey Loberg,
Leah Dyer, Brittany
Andres, Jessey Oakley,
Kayu Napoleon, Trevor
Andres, Kirsten Tracey,
Robyn Leblanc, Alex
Lefebvre, Rusty McIntyre,
Degan Hyssop, Nick
Disher, Alysha Olson and
Paige Koeneman.
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barbeque.

Sensei Erich Eichhorn
in Grande Cache

Besides the barbeque
part, we try to get in a few
outdoor games like tug of
war and throw pies at the
Shodans!
Usually I try to remove
myself from the pie
throwing and take
pictures instead!!
We always have a great
time and the kids
especially enjoy it!

Grande Cache, Alberta

Karate can be fun too
By Shauna Cooney
Last May, we were very
fortunate to have Sensei
Erich Eichhorn and
Sensei Darren Gauthier
come to Grande Cache,
AB for our grading.

input on how our club is
doing, and to help with the
technical aspect of our
training.

At the end of every school
year, we try to do a
yearend wrap up and
have a big family

When we officially started
up again in September,
quite a few of the
students had moved
away, and quite a few of
the kids came up to the
adult class.
With Grande Cache being
such a small town ~
4,000 people and with our
fluctuating job market, our
membership numbers
fluctuate easily.

Usually what happens
just for grading is we get
some bad weather roll in
and you can’t see the
beautiful mountains
here.

Here is our current
membership and ranks:

So, the Senseis likely
believe that they don’t
exist!

Adult Class

However, uncooperative
weather aside, we had a
fantastic time!
We graded quite a few
kids and six adults and
also managed to get in
as much training as we
could in one weekend.
It’s always nice to have a
Sensei or two to come
visit so that we can get
some fresh ideas for
classes, have some

Shodans Murray Bungay,
Shauna Cooney and
Brian Nimmo, Instructors

Shodan Keith Darcel, JJ
Leblanc, James Gillett
and Chris Leblanc, Junior
black belts, Russell
Henderson – brown belt
(Continued on page 5)
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Karate can be
fun too
(Continued from page 4)
and Laine Reid – green
belt.
Yellow belts: Aandrea
Gardiner, Jessie Breau,
Jamie Craig, Justin
Campbell, and Devon
Fushtey.
White belts: Dean
MacFadden, Thomas
Smith, John Macphee,
Steven Moberly and
Aaron Townsend.
Kids Class:
Sarah Darcel and
Katherine Henderson,
Brown belt; Lee Gillett
and Hunter Reid, green
belts.
Brandon Campbell,
Janika Breau and Julie

Breau, yellow belts.
Quinn Mitchell, Quade
Mitchell, Jessica Labelle,
Charlene Friesen,
Adrianna Friesen, Josh
McLaughlin, Calvin
Halabi and Zach Davis,
white belts.
— Shodan Shauna Cooney,
below far right with son
Patrick, is an instructor with
CASK Grande Cache.
Patrick models Wado
Canada hoodie.

Spectacular Grande Cache scenery
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Dojo Studio in Montreal

Preparing for the Valentine Massacre
Dojo Studio and what we
have brought to this
community.

By Myriam Mavros
Since the last newsletter
Dojo Studio, (Montreal
Wado Ryu Karate School)
has physically more than
doubled in size.

The smallest Wado Gi is
worn by our son
Alexandros (000) who just
turned two and can count
to 10 in Japanese (but not
in French, tisk tisk...) and
does his best simulating
basic kicks, blocks, and
punches.

We rented our
neighbour’s studio, tore
down the wall and hired
three very able
contractors who worked
very hard to have the
place completed in four
days as that is all our
members allowed us time
to be closed.

It gives us, and brings us
much much joy to see our
Karate families develop
and grow together and
that we are able to
provide our members with
the skills, technique and
aptitude needed for self
defence.

Apart from a memorable
first grading in October,
Sensei Andrew Watson is
now readying his students
for their first dojo-to-dojo
off-site competition with
Sensei Louise
Provencher’s Yoshukan
students on Valentine's
day. (We are already
calling it the Dojo
Valentine's day
Massacre).

Sensei Andrew manages
to lift the spirits of the little
ones when they come to
us after a long day at
school, just by adding a
little humour (always
works when the man
telling the joke is six feet
nine inches tall).”

Our kids are eager.
We have not lost a single
student and if anything,
Sensei Andrew, being of
English stock, has had a
very interesting cultural
mix of adults and children
joining the Wado Canada
extended family.
Our keener karate dads
join Sensei Andrew at 6
a.m. and train till 8 a.m.
three times a week...and
at -27C YOU HAVE GOT
TO BE KEEN!!

Two-year-old Dojo Studio karate-ka Alexandros Watson
in a 000 gi can count to 10 in Japanese, but not in
French. Mom Myriam Mavros reports that he does his
best simulating basic kicks, blocks and punches. He is
the son of Sensei Andrew Watson.

Sensei Andrew is
looking forward to
introducing Jiu Jiutsu so
students can experiment
and learn different
techniques and add that
to their repertoire.
Our first Christmas party
was held during a
snowstorm that sent

plumes of snow racing at
80 mph through the
streets of Montreal, but
our diehard members
showed up in droves
bearing a vast array of
gorgeous food and some
terrific wine.
It really showed us how
everyone feels about

Sensei Andrew is the only
Black Karate Instructor in
Quebec and is
determined to change
this.
He is now affiliated with
Karate Quebec who were
genuinely happy to have
him on board and have
even made the exception
of sending all material to
him in English!!
Sensei Andrew would like
to see more black kids at
(Continued on page 7)
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First grading at Dojo Studio

Valentine
Massacre
(Continued from page 6)
the next Karate
competition as the
community is severely
underrepresented at the
moment.
His intention is to have
champions coming out of
his school in the next
two years.
Apart from Karate, the
dojo also offers kick
boxing, classical stretch
(brilliant for people
suffering back
ache), Capoiera (AfroBrazilian martial art and
dance), Salsa, Tango,

and Classical Ballet for
children.
They also offer a play
area for 0-3 year olds
called "Babee Dojo"
“We are already fulfilling
the objectives of the
Montreal Wado Ryu
Karate School bylaws by
helping and assisting
those members who
come from difficult
backgrounds and find it
hard to meet their
financial obligations,”
said Sensei Andrew.

Senseis Alexandru Sorin and Andrew with Kevin Patterson

“We also have some
white belts that are really
shining.”

Adults at grading

Sensei Andrew and family, from left, son Alexandros, wife
Myriam Mavros and daughter Maya.
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Dojo Studio
Grades 14
Dojo Studio’s first
grading in October
saw 14 students
move up in rank.
They include:
Darens Aular, Quintin
Barclay, Trayvon
Dottin-Gardener,
Boaz Laoe and
Desmond Weekes to
yellow belt; Lenin
Aular, Richard
Barclay, Brind
Amourmateo, Kevin
Patterson, Atara
Laor, Aviv Laor and
Jasmine Wthem to
green belt; and Yuriy
Tsoy and Jaylen
Weekes to blue.

Karate Quebec
president Rébecca
Khoury is the new
president of the
National Karate
Association. Joy Ang,
Ont., vice-president;
Roy Tippenhauer,
B.C., 2nd vicepresident;
Russ Reid, AB,
secretary; Dave Kelly,
NS, treasurer. Khoury
is the first woman and
first resident of
Quebec to head the
NKA, as well as its
youngest president.
The NKA has 14,000
members across
Canada.

The Sensei and the Art of Self Discipline
By Francine Hillary
When Andrew Watson
came to Montreal with
his family in 2006 from
London, he had a plan.
The former All-Style
Karate Champion of
Britain says he wanted
to open a karate and
fitness studio and make
a fresh start in a new
environment.
And true to his style of
making things happen, in
the two years that
Watson has been in
Montreal he has already
placed his mark on the
city.
The school he
envisioned is already up
and running on
Somerland Avenue in
NDG.
At Dojo Studio, Watson
and a team of qualified
and enthusiastic
instructors have been
providing a range of selfdefence and wellbeing
classes to young and
old.
His wife Myriam Mavros
also provides backbone
services to keep the
institution functioning.

Sensei Watson, who
was born in England to
Jamaican parents
arrived here with 3rd Dan
accreditation in WadoRyu Karate and 10 years
experience as an
instructor, making him
one of the highest
ranking practitioners of
that self-defence style in
Quebec.
So students are

benefiting from top class
expertise.
Under his expert
guidance, students
acquire a holistic
approach to self-defence
that goes beyond
learning how to kick,
punch and block, but
more importantly they
learn the qualities of
discipline and respect.
(Continued on page 9)
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we could come together
as a consortium to give
support.”

The Art of self
discipline

When he began his
career at age 19, it was
all about knowing and
learning how to better
protect himself on the
streets of London, where
he grew up.

(Continued from page 8)
In the process, they also
improve flexibility,
posture and stamina.
“Karate is a very
disciplined art which
helps you listen to
somebody who’s
shouting at you and not
want to pop up your
cheek at them.
“It requires discipline,
and it’s not for
everyone.”
Many wonder about
earning a Black Belt, the
martial arts’ highest color
and honour.

Road to
black belt
“Some students have
been able to jump to
Black Belt in three years,
while some students
don’t reach Black Belt
after 15 years.
“It depends on the
individual,” Watson says.
Parents are excited
about what their children
have been learning at
Dojo Studio; many
saying that they’ve
noticed an improvement
in their kids’ character
and discipline.
Melanie Gore’s son,
Jalen Weekes, has been
attending the studio for
three months.
“He used to take Kung
Fu, but is horrible; it was
very disorganized.

What started as a selfpreservation initiative
soon became a hobby,
then a passion.

Parents and family attended the October grading

“There were too many
age levels all at the
same time. When he’s
here (at Dojo Studio)
he’s a different person, a
lot more alive,” Gore
explains.
To which an excited
Jalen interjects: “I’m
going for my grading. I
learned how to kick and
punch...My Sensei is
very nice!”

men’s hip hop program.
“I was able to help young
Black men in England,
pushing forward
programs for drug
awareness and sex
awareness and would
love to do the same
here.” Watson says,
pleased with the
opportunity to give
something back.

Watson has positioned
Dojo Studio to play a
role in community
development.

And he hopes to be part
of the efforts to build a
stronger bond within the
community and
businesses.

They’ve recently become
involved with the Wakely
Community centre young

“I hope other Black
businesses feel the
same way as I do and

In London, Sensei
Watson established
himself as one of the
best-known proponents
for self-defence through
his dojo and the LondonWado Ryu Karate
Association, which he
founded to promote the
art.

Community
activist
His role as a selfdefence instructor and
businessman led him
into becoming a
community activist and
mentor working with
many organizations in
London.
He hopes to bring that
same zest and passion
to Montreal and help
individuals and groups
that want to use selfdefence and wellbeing
as a way to personal
development.
Classes range from a
monthly fee of $60 $120.
Dojo Studio is located at
6591 Somerland. Info.
@ 514-481-9108; 514229-5513. -- Montreal
Community Contact, May
16, 2008
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Grading in Lumsden, SK
Newest
student in
training. His
big brother
Truan Bender
had just
received his
yellow belt
and this little
guy decided
he was ready
to join now
that he had his
brother's old
white belt.

Regina Beach, SK grading

Lumsden/Regina Beach Gradings
Lumsden April 2008 Graded to
yellow belts: Truan Bender, Seth
Dreger, Jacqueline Roy, Cari
Donaldson, Matthew Donaldson
and Jacob Meyer.
Orange belt: Matthew Dunlop,
Thomas Dunlop, Derek
Schuurmans and Tracey Catley;
green belt: Chris Kistner; blue
belt: Tracy Renkas, Kim Dorsch,

Jake Robertson and Roe
Borgman.
Brown belt: James Dunlop,
Kelton Mickleborough and
Matthew Walsh.
Regina Beach May 2008
Graded to the rank of half white
(Continued on page 23)
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Lumsden and Regina Beach
members are on the move

the city of Estevan,
Sask.
Congratulations
Nicole!

Both clubs are a little
smaller this year.

Her father Greg is still
a Lumsden Karate
Club member and the
rank of brown belt.

We lost a few people
and new registrations
were down a little this
year.

I would like to
congratulate all the
students passing a
new belt.

We will be shutting
down the clubs
operations at the end
of May to resume
sometimes in the
middle of September.

I would like to thank
the black belts and
brown belts for their
help at both clubs:
Shodans Nathalie and
Kevin Franck, Brian
Juraville and Russell
Knaus

By Steve Franck

Shodan Kevin Franck
graduated from the

Sensei Steve Franck and Shodan Kevin Franck

Regina ( cable,
internet and telephone
services).
He enjoys his new job
but because he has to
work evenings every
second week, he gets
to miss some karate
classes.
Nicole Murias joined
Estevan SK PD

Siast College in
Regina.
He is a Certified
Electronic Technician
and a Radio
Telecommunication
technician as well.
He is now working
from Access
Communication in

Shodan Nathalie
Franck purchased her
first home in Regina.
She enjoys it but she
is now broke like the
rest of us.
Former karate student
Shodan Nicole Murias
has graduated from
the Police Academy of
the University of
Regina and is now a
city police officer with

Sandan Ron Osl of Chetwynd Karate got married last
summer in Delta to Riza. He reports it was a lovely
wedding and a beautiful day

Page 12
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CASK at Government House
CASK karate-kas were
invited to attend the 2nd
annual Sports Day at
Government House last
April in Grand Cayman.
We had a booth, handed
out youth and adult
brochures, talked to
many families about
karate and Wado and
did a demonstration.
It was a fabulous event
with lots of exposure and
one of our karate-kas,
Stephanie Lewis, made
it in the local newspaper
regarding the event.
Sensei Greg Reid was
very happy about the
turnout of the event and
confirmed he would
attend again next year.

Wado Canada
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It took Stephanie Lewis 12 years

The journey to the School to Peace
I finally passed my black
belt test at age 11, which
was marked by Grand
Master Ooi, who flew all
the way from Korea to
see me and another boy
test for our black belts,
after working to get all
14 forms!

By Stephanie Lewis
I was six years old when
this photo was taken in
1998.
I had not long come from
a competition involving
most of the children
karate schools on Grand
Cayman Island and I had
received a first place
trophy for kata, or as
some call them, forms.

Two years later I made it
to become a second dan
black belt, I was so
proud of myself, I had
accomplished what I
thought was the
impossible.

I also received a second
place trophy for sparring.

This joy didn’t last very
long, when in September
2004 a monstrosity of a
hurricane called Ivan hit
us.

I was really little then and
these trophies were huge!
I had also won quite a few
medals in previous
competitions.

Ooi’s Taekwondo lost
everything, their
students, their dojo and
much more.

The trophies were
unfortunately destroyed in

Hurricane Ivan in 2004.
Though I managed to
salvage my medals and
still have them perched
on a few hooks in my
bedroom.

I had gone through all the
belts and because I was
too young to be an official
black belt, at age 10 I
passed my test and was a
junior black belt.

Now, I have been doing
different forms of Martial
Arts for almost 12 years.

Shortly after however, for
unknown reasons,
Cayman Karate closed
down and so it was time
to find somewhere else.

I started Kenpo Karate
when I was four years old
at a place called Cayman
Karate.
From there I fell in love
with Martial Arts.

About a week after
Cayman Karate closed
down I had joined Ooi’s
Taekwondo and had to
work my way up to a
black belt all over.

We had to train in a
small little room, but it
was a boxing area so
they began to put in
boxing rings, I realized
that Ooi’s Taekwondo
was failing, and I had to
start all over again!
I was really upset as
well, because in the
November 2004 I was
supposed to be going to
Canada for a
tournament, but that
never happened!
In the summer of 2006, I
saw an ad in the
newspaper while I was
going on vacation.
(Continued on page 15)
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Soccer mom improves
through Wado Karate
By Ruth Pearce
I joined CASK Cayman in
2006 with my husband
Brent because I thought it
would be useful to learn
self defence since we
travel so much and I have
to admit I was also
motivated to learn martial
arts while watching Jet Li
in the movie Fearless.
Since joining I've realized
there is much more to
Wado than I anticipated.
It’s great exercise and it’s

very fulfilling to set goals
for myself beyond what I
think possible and attain
them.
I also noticed an
improvement in the way I
played soccer from the
increased flexibility and
strength training we
practise in karate.
Now I am pregnant and
attend class as often as I
can to help keep fit while
I am pregnant.
I foresee a long road
ahead in Wado.
— Editor’s note: Aiden
Elliot Pearce was born on
June 29, 2008, weighed 7
lbs 15 oz. Ruth san, an
orange belt, reports she is
thinking of coming back to
class soon. Husband Brent
is a green belt.

Krehbiel, Johnson score
for Fist and Dove dojo
Two members of our Fist
and Dove dojo in Prince
George, B.C. returned
home from the Northern
British Columbia Winter
Games with three
medals.
Katherine Krehbiel, 12, a
green belt, won gold in
kumite; while Brent
Johnson, 13, a blue belt,
won a silver in kata and
a bronze in kumite. He
missed the silver in
kumite by one point.
Sensei Richard Boles
reports they were the
only two from his dojo to
take part in the Games.

Brent Johnson

From Vancouver, BC
To Medicine Hat, AB
By Cindy Ruttan
So it’s a new year and,
for me, a new town.
After a three-year stint
working and teaching
karate at Vancouver
General Hospital, I’ve
relocated to Alberta.

Ruth Pearce
Ruth san and Aiden

The Vancouver classes
have ended at the
hospital and have been
resurrected in Surrey by
Nidan Chris and Shodan
Carley Brockway.
The good news about
the move is I get to be
the head researcher on
a Department of
Defence project to
identify biowarfare
agents.

Sandan Cindy Ruttan

The bad news is that I
don’t expect to start up a
new class here until next
year.
But, anyone interested in
training in the Medicine
Hat area can contact me
at cindy@wado.ca.

Wado Canada
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New dojo in Surrey
(Continued from page 1)
The students are very
interested in studying
karate and have shown a
lot of potential.
In addition to basic kicks,
blocks, and stances, the
students are currently
working on learning kata.

At CASK Karate Surrey, B.C. Back: Nidan Chris Brockway, Jenitta Middleton, Danniele
Robertson, Akshay Prasad, Darcy Hache, Justin Drinkwater-Lunn, Tyler Drinkwater-Lunn
and Shodan Carley Brockway. Front: Jake Shepperdson, Madison Keough, Caira
Brockway, Jared Singh and Nic Shepperdson. Not in picture: Brittany Papineau, Alyshia
Papineau, Ryan Xiong, Tony Huang, Kristen Grant and Jordan Grant.

Based on Sensei Greg
Reid’s style of teaching,
Chris and Carley
integrate fitness,
flexibility, discipline, and
self-awareness
throughout the classes.
Carley and Chris are very
happy that they have
started these classes and
look forward to many
years of teaching Wado
karate.

School to Peace
Baby Caira plays in the corner while mom (Shodan Carley) leads the flexibility training

Graded to yellow belt during the first CASK Karate Surrey grading in November,
2008 were Jenitta Middleton, Danniele Robertson, Akshay Prasad, Darcy Hache,
Justin Drinkwater-Lunn, Tyler Drinkwater-Lunn, Jared Singh and Nic Shepperdson

(Continued from p. 13)
I called the number in this
ad as soon as I got back
to Cayman.
So now 11 years after
first starting Martial Arts I
now train at CASK –
Wado Karate in the Kings
Sports Centre.
I hope this Martial Arts
school stays open as
expected to, and
succeeds in going the
distance in Cayman and
hope to see future
students traveling to
different places for
competitions and
supporting Cayman in
some form. — Nidan

Shodan Carley Brockway and Nidan Chris Brockway (foreground) train with Wado Canada
technical director Saiko Shihan Greg Reid at CASK Karate in the Cayman Islands.

Stephanie Lewis studies
karate at the Cayman
Associated Schools of Karate
dojo in Georgetown
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Hop to the 2009 Beach Training,
July 5, Victoria, B.C.

Rick Schiller photo

Wado Canada

Ashley Scaletta at Taekwondo tournament and with Jake
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Junior Shodan wins
Top riding awards
The Cayman Island’s
Equestrian Federation
sent CASK Karate junior
black belt Ashley
Scaletta, 12, to the 2nd
Annual CADI (Children of
Americas Dressage
Invitational) held last
October in Concord,
Massachusetts.

named Jake.

CADI sees this event as
the future of dressage.

Earlier last year, at the
Cayman Islands
Equestrian Federation
(CIEF) National Show,
Ashley riding Rambo
placed first in the
National Show Turn Out,
second in Cross Rails
and second in
Equitation: Advanced.

Part of their mission is not
only to bring together
young riders who have a
passion for what they do,
but also to introduce the
discipline and beauty of
dressage to a new
generation of riders from
both North and South
America.

After three years of studying and hard work, Sensei Nick
Hudym of our Moosomin, SK dojo has graduated from
Millwright School and received his Interprovincial Red
Seal

Ashley placed ninth
overall in the CADI
competition doing an
excellent job on riding a
very large quarter horse

Ashley also received the
prestigious “Spirit of
CADI” award, the award
that most represents
what CADI is all about the camaraderie,
friendship and love for
the horse and sport.

Her proud mom, Nidan
Jane van der Bol, says
Ashley, also a shodan in
Taekwondo and now
training with Sensei
Greg, is doing awesome
in her riding
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An innocent travels to the Caymans

Life in “The House of Pain”
By Garrett Chase
I recently returned home
to Victoria for some much
needed rest from a sixweek-long holiday on
Grand Cayman Island.
The trip was the best I
have been on so far, and
was a great life
experience.
I learned a lot on all
levels.
Although at times, it took
its toll on me physically
and mentally, I would love
to do it again!
Now, I’m sure one would
wonder, ‘Why on earth
wouldn’t a vacation to the
Caribbean be relaxing,
calm and rejuvenating?’
I spent six weeks with
Saiko Shihan Greg Reid
at his home that he
affectionately nicknames,
“The House of Pain”.
While I was there, Sensei
added extra classes
during the week to best
utilize my knowledge for
the school’s benefit.
We taught 11 classes
each week for the first
two weeks I was on the
Island.
After school let out, the
classes dropped down to
a seemingly easy nine
class per week.
I was helping to raise the
technical level in CASK
Cayman.

Nidan Garrett Chase with Nidans Jane van der Bol & Stephanie Lewis at CASK grading

It was amazing, because
I was doing karate in
paradise.
One of the most
spectacular experiences
I had while on Cayman
was attending a karate
class that Sensei taught
to an entire elementary
school.
It was 8:30 a.m. and all
200 school students
came into the centre
courtyard of the school
for morning assembly.
Instead of a regular
assembly, they received
a short introduction to
karate.

It was amazing to watch
so many kids follow
along with Sensei’s
instruction.
What a sight when they
all rushed together to sit
and listen to Sensei
Greg talk.
It was a great
advertisement for the
school too, as it made
the front page of the next
day’s newspaper, wow!
When we weren’t in the
dojo, we were either in
the gym, at The
Brickhouse (a
restaurant) having
Caesar Salad, or out

socializing.
On Cayman, there are
lots of things to do: take
a sunset “booze cruise”
on a pirate ship, check
out some live music,
(Continued on page 19)

The Wado Karate
Association of Canada
is completely
independent.
We are not part of any
other Wado
organization.
It is our intention to
have harmonious
relations with all Karate
organizations.

Wado Canada
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Crooks joins TC

House of Pain

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 18)
work out, go to a night
club, listen to a steel pan
band, go for dinner, have
late night meals (i.e. curry
chicken, a box of lamb
meat, or hot dogs), go to
the beach, go snorkelling,
eat a can of tuna, go for a
drive, go for a dip in the
pool (all afternoon), sleep
in a hotel lobby, etc.

Seido Karate.
Born in 1956 in Jamaica,
West Indies, Sensei
Crooks was first
introduced to karate by
his nephew in Brooklyn,
New York, at the age of
13.
On his return to Jamaica,
and after several
unsuccessful attempts,
because of his age, at
joining a karate school,
he finally ended up at the
local YMCA studying Kyo
Kushin Kai Kan.
Sensei James was
awarded the rank of
Shodan (first-degree
black belt) in Seido Juku
Karate in 1974 by Kaicho
Tadashi Nakamura and
the late Shihan William
Oliver.
Having competed and
winning in numerous
tournaments in both kata
and kumite, he became
recognized primarily for
his tamishiwari abilities,
particularly head breaks.
Crooks sensei taught
karate at the Jamaica
Defence Force military
camp, producing several
blackbelts.
He also established a
dojo at the University of
the West Indies, Mona
Campus.
In 1986 he moved to the
Turks and Caicos Islands
and started the only
martial arts school on the
Islands – teaching both
civilian and members of
the police force.
In 1992 he established
the first Seido Karate dojo

At times, it was
exhausting, but I had a
spectacular time on
Cayman, and I wouldn’t
change a thing about my
trip… besides, perhaps
extend it.

Garrett Chase, right, was graded to Sandan during Saiko
Shihan Greg Reid’s visit to Canada last November.

Karate on IOC short list, again
Karate has been once again selected on
the short list of the International Olympic
Committee and, along with four other
sports, it will be examined by the
International Olympic Committee executive
Board for inclusion in the Olympic Program.
The IOC session in Copenhagen in
October 9 will review the Olympic Games
Program and will decide on the inclusion of
new sports.
in Houston, Texas.
The dojo was started
primarily for adults but
quickly expanded to
include children.
On his return to the
Cayman Islands, after a
five-year hiatus, he
resumed training at local
dojos and now studies
under the tutorage of
Saiko Shihan Greg Reid.

Whatever I did, and
whenever I did it, I had a
blast, and was
surrounded by beautiful
scenery!
I was in great company.
I met many wonderful
people from karate and
outside karate.
What a great group of
people living in the
Cayman Islands!
I wish to thank everyone
for their hospitality and
friendship.
I can’t wait to go back to
Cayman, but I hope next
time, I’ll come home with
a darker tan.

SUPPORT YOUR NEWSLETTER
Get the word out to karate-kas and their
supporters around Canada.
Our rates are low: $100 for a full-page ad,
$50 for a half-page, $20 for a business
card.
For details, please email Sensei Charles
La Vertu at clavertu@wado.ca
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CASK (Cayman) blackbelts are from left: Sensei James Crooks, Shodan Pedro Reis, Nidan Jane van der Bol, Sensei
Bob Reid, Shodan Paulman Hui, Saiko Shihan Greg Reid, Shodan Paul Lawrence and Nidan Patrick Diaz. Missing are:
Nidan Stephanie Lewis and Shodan Ashley Scaletta

Reid’s passion has
kids kicking it all over
By Ron Shillingford
Karate’s popularity
continues to mushroom in
Cayman judging by the
number of people taking it
up with various clubs.

“We now have about 30
adults training
consistently.
“This was our first adult
grading of the year and
we had people testing
white to yellow, yellow to
orange, orange to green,
green to blue and blue to
brown.
“It was a great night. Very
intensive workout.”

The Cayman Associated
Schools of Karate–Doh
had grading sessions for
children and adults last
week.

Some of the younger
members have
exceptional ability for their
age.
One of them is Ashley
Scaletta who is already a
black belt at 12 and was
one of the grading
assessors last week.

The CASK is based at the
King’s Sports Centre.
It held its first adult belt
testing, and second youth
graduation of the year.
CASK teaches the Wado
style of karate and
discipline is a high priority
in its training program.

people in this school.

CASK instructor Sensei
Greg Reid oversaw the
adult grading last
Thursday.

grading tonight.

He said: “It was good

We have a lot of new

All the adults have been
working very hard.

Her mother Jane, is a
karate instructor at the
club.
“Right now we’re working
with the youth program to
(Continued on page 23)
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Sensei Wayne Duguay
gets an assist with
front splits

CASK Karate in Campbell River, B.C. has two new
black belts and three new junior black belts.
Graded to black belt in April 2008 were Evan BenOliel and Tony Paller. New junior shodans are
Jarod Ben-Oliel, Kelsey Moore and Carrigan
Lutman.
Also graded were Tanner White, mock brown;
Bethan Curnow, Nickolas Bowand and Tre Keller to
blue; and Alyssa Millar, Kayla Miller and Mathew
May, yellow.

Five new black belts
for Campbell River, B.C.
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Cayman has
2nd grading
CASK Karate held
it's second youth
graduation of the year
June 28.
Approximately 60
children went for their
new belts.
There was a high turnout
of proud parents and
spectators watching the
graduation.
The Karate-kas were
tested both technically
and completely on their
skills and Japanese
language.
All participants were
awarded their new colour
belts and certificates.
The highest junior rank
in the school is now blue
belt.

There were 11 children
from the Bodden Town
Primary School club who
were tested, and
awarded yellow belts.

Wado Canada
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Nidan Jane writes book for children
creative and unique
Colour Me Kimbo pages
from all over the world.

Kimbo's First Horse
Show by Jane Scaletta
(aka Nidan Jane van der
Bol/Cayman Islands)

Have fun going to
Kimbo's Paddock and
play the challenging
games
(http://www.kimbosfirsth
orseshow.com/kimbospaddock/games/).

Children who love
animals, especially
horses, will love the
Kimbo stories.
The colorful illustrations
effectively complement
the text and are delightful
as these fun-loving,
believable characters
come to life on each
page.

Watch out though, they
are timed so you can try
to beat your best time
over and over again!
Join Kimbo's Fan Club
and get the latest news
first – it’s free and fun!

The author defines some
important concepts for
young children, such as
politeness, friendship,
dedication, trust and the
rewarding results of hard
work.
Children can relate to the
choice that Kimbo has to
make between spending
time with his best friends,
or working hard to
prepare for his first horse
show.
The story unfolds from
the point of view of
Kimbo, so we are drawn
into a tale of reaching out
to your friends for a little
help.
Learn more about Kimbo
and his friends online at
www.kimbosfirsthorsesho
w.com.
Join in and color the
Color Me Kimbo page
(http://www.kimbosfirstho
rseshow.com/kimbospaddock/coloring-book/)
and send a photo of your
colored Kimbo with your
first name, age and
Country.
Jane would like to have

Don't forget to comment
on any page you would
like, it’s fun to see what
other people have to say
about the Kimbo pages.

Reid’s passion
(Continued from p. 20)
standardize that,” added
Reid.
“We have the program
working very successfully
at King’s with about 60
kids and we have another
25 at Bodden Town and
at Northside Primary
School another 25–30.
“I’m hoping to start in
West Bay next year and
eventually hope to have
about 200 children
throughout the entire
island training and getting
national competition in
the future.” — Caymanian
Compass, June 30, 2008

Lumsden/
Regina Beach
(Continued from page 10)
and half yellow (1/2 belt):
Christian Katende and
Laurent Masambombo;
yellow belt: Jennifer
Cumbers, Caitlyn

Cumbers, Alton
Agarand, Damion
Courios and David
Brass.
Orange belt: Kyle Briere;
green belt: Samuel
L'Heureux and Kennedy
Kistner; and Red Belt:
Connor Lavoy.

Wado Board of Directors
President: Charles La Vertu
Vice-President & Secretary: Gerry Woloshyn
Technical Director: Saiko Shihan Greg Reid
Treasurer: Erich Eichhorn
Director: Peter Danniels
Director: Gary Wong
Women’s Director: Erika Marksteiner Stewart
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3rd kyu for
Benowicz
at Victoria
Kids karate
Thomas Benowicz
became a third kyu
brown belt during the
November grading at
the Victoria Youth Karate
Hombu.
Graded to blue were
Finley and Emerald
Arthurs; Eden DaSilva
and Pepito Pais to
green; Cohen Stacey,
Jack Hu, Jessica
McConnell, Garrick Daly
and Julian Walsh to
orange; Cheylon
Manning, Finnian Miller
and Jordyn Manson to
yellow.

Master Greg Reid paid a visit to the Victoria Youth Karate Hombu during his November
trip to Canada. Front, from left are: Cheylon Manning, Jack Hu, Garrick Daly, Finnian
Miller, Cohen Stacey and Jessica McConnell. Middle, Thomas Benowicz, Pepito Pais,
Eden DaSilva, Finley Arthurs, Julian Walsh, Emerald Arthurs and Jordyn Manson. Rear:
Sensei Gerry Woloshyn, Saiko Shihan Greg Reid, Sandan Garrett Chase and Sensei
Darren Gauthier. — Sensei Charles La Vertu photos
Jessica McConnell
demonstrates front kick

Above, Jack Hu
demonstrates
full front splits.
Below, Thomas
Benowicz leads
class in doing
push-ups
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Chetwynd seminar
With Sensei Wayne

Nidan Jeremy and Mrs. Gauthier of the Fist and Dove dojo
in Prince George. B.C. are the proud parents of a new
baby girl seen her with her father and six-year-old brother
Nathan. Karensa was born Nov. 4, 2008 at 8:25 a.m. and
came in weighing six pounds, eight ounces. She
measured 8.4 inches. Below, Karensa gets kiss from
daddy.

Fist & Dove Karate in Prince George held a grading in
January. From left are orange belts Chris Hood, Joel
Seifert, Jeremy Martin, Colin Seifert and Gavin McConnell,
Orange belts; and blue belts Braden Bodgener and
Lyndsey Bodgener.

Top picture: Sensei Wayne Duguay with Nidan Gordon
and Nidan Samantha Hamilton. Bottom picture: Back row
from left: Sandan Ron Osl and Nidan Gordon Hamilton
and Nidan Laurie Pfanner. Front row: Shodan Ashley
Norris, Sensei Wayne Duguay, Nidan Samantha Hamilton
and Shodan Gary Pryzner
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Beach
training
Fun
Sensei Wayne
Duguay of
Campbell
River, B.C. and
Nidan Chris
Brockway of
Surrey B.C.
practise their
throws
following
beach training
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To:
Wado Canada
1317 Vimy Pl.
Victoria, B.C.
V8S 1C5

Karate-ka are encouraged to buy our book

WADO-KAI KARATE - KATA
by

The late Masaru Shintani, Kudan, and Gregory Reid, Shichidan
This book has 800 high-quality pictures, clear descriptions of each move and all the
extra details you need to develop and understand the katas in their entirety.
Endorsed by the Shintani Wado Kai Karate Federation
To order, please write to:
Sensei Erich Eichhorn
983 Arngask Ave., Victoria, BC
Canada V9B 0G4

Price:
$110 includes shipping in Canada
$120 for U.S./Europe

e-mail: eriche@wado.ca

The Wado Karate Association
of Canada

TM

